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2. ABSTRACT

In this paper, GAIMIN presents an overview of
the technology it has developed to solve the
worldwide shortage of data processing power.
This paper describes how GAIMIN has created a decentralized data processing
network, harnessing the underutilized processing power found in gaming PCs
and created a solution to generate revenue from the processing of blockchain
computations.
This paper also describes how the GAIMIN platform will be augmented to provide
other functionality and services based on the underlying principles of the
decentralized processing network created by GAIMIN.

3. INTRODUCTION

“The world is running out of data processing
power” (quote from Satya Nadella, CEO of
Microsoft) because of the demands on processing
power resulting from the 4th industrial
revolution - The “Digital Revolution”.
The Digital Revolution has created a large number
of new industries, each with its own ever-increasing
demand for processing data. Centralized data
processing centers are one solution, however,
these are not without their own risks which impact
business operations - environmental and ecological
concerns, risk from “terrorism” or natural disasters
affecting the centralized operations, network access
to the center or availability of power and energy
resources to facilitate operation.
One solution to centralized processing is to
decentralize the approach to processing data;
harnessing available power in a network of
interconnected devices capable of delivering
“supercomputer” processing power but without the
risks associated with centralized processing.
GAIMIN has identified a source of available
processing power, capable of being harnessed into
a supercomputer-type data processing network,
delivering the capability needed to process large
amounts of data.

This source of untapped processing power is found in
PC-based gaming devices. Gamers desire the ultimate
gaming experience and build their gaming devices
with the most highly performing components, more
specifically CPUs and GPUs, however, these devices
are only used, on average, for less than 20% of the day,
often remaining switched on but unused for gaming.
GAIMIN has developed a platform to harness this
processing power and reward the individuals who
allow their devices to participate in GAIMIN’s data
processing network, generating a passive income for
the participant and revenue for GAIMIN.
GAIMIN has developed a platform that creates the
optimal network to power the most profitable data
processing computations at the current time. This
platform identifies the available processing devices,
harnesses them to create a global data processing
network capable of delivering “supercomputer”
standard processing capability, and through A.I.
(Machine Learning), selects the most profitable use of
the processing power.
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The GAIMIN platform is designed to support a
range of data processing requirements, with the
first application being the processing of powering
blockchain computations, commonly known as
mining.
The GAIMIN platform uses artificial intelligence to
select the most profitable cryptocurrency to mine at
the current time, based on specific criteria, and has
the ability to power the blockchain computations
for a significant number of cryptocurrencies
currently, adding more continually. GAIMIN receives
the relevant mining fees for processing these
computations and returns up to 90% of the income
back to the participants in the processing network,
retaining the remaining 10% for its own operations.
Rewards are paid in the form of the mined
cryptocurrency, so to mitigate rewards being paid
in a multitude of different cryptocurrencies, GAIMIN
consolidates rewards into a single cryptocurrency

- GAIMIN’s own token, GMRX - via a stablecoin. The
active user, therefore, receives rewards in a single
currency, directly into their GAIMIN wallet, and
is free to convert their GMRX into a fiat currency,
another cryptocurrency, or spend their rewards on
digital assets, games, and NFTs available from the
GAIMIN marketplace.
In order to provide tangible benefits to holders
of the GAIMIN GMRX token, GAIMIN will launch
GMRX on both decentralized and centralized
cryptocurrency exchanges, allowing GMRX to be
traded and exchanged.
GAIMIN intends to develop the platform further
to support other forms of data processing
requirements. Successful trials for video rendering
have been conducted and with this being a more
profitable source of reward generation it is the next
element of app functionality to be launched.

GAIMIN has written three documents relevant
to its project:
Document 1 - The GAIMIN Project whitepaper
A whitepaper explaining the GAIMIN project and market research to justify its
business model and approach to resolving the identified problem
Document 2 - The GAIMIN Project - Technical whitepaper (This document)
A whitepaper explaining the technical aspects of the project - platform and app
development, blockchain computation selection and processing and active user
acquisition
Document 3 - GMRX Token Overview for IDO
A whitepaper explaining the GMRX token, associated tokenomics and the approach
to launch the token on a DEX
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4.1. GAIMIN Platform
4.1.1. Backbone Technology
GAIMIN will use Hedera, the only public ledger
that uses hashgraph consensus, a faster, more
secure alternative to blockchain consensus
mechanisms. Hashgraph, created by Leemon Baird
Hedera's co-founder and Chief Scientist, works
efficiently to verify transactions while ensuring the
highest standard of security to prevent malicious
attacks. Hashgraph achieves high-throughput with
10,000+ transactions per second today and lowlatency
finality in seconds from its innovative gossip about
gossip protocol and virtual voting. Once consensus is
reached, the transaction is immutable and available on
the public ledger for everyone to transparently see.
GAIMIN has selected Hedera as part of their backbone
technology, for the development of its app and
platform, GAIMIN has utilized best-of-breed software
development platforms – Electron for software
development and GitHub for source code controls.

The following sections provide a brief explanation for the
choice of Hedera and development in an Electron/
GitHub environment.
4.1.2. Hedera
Public ledger
Hedera is a public ledger of transactions – a highly
secure and distributed database that everyone can read
from and write to.
A copy of the ledger, which only persists the latest state,
is stored on each node. These core concepts of
distributed consensus and decentralization make public
ledgers the most trusted way to store verifiable
information and assets.
Network nodes
The public ledger is stored on the mainnet, a network
comprised of consensus and mirror nodes. While
currently permissioned and run by the Hedera Governing
Council, consensus nodes will be permissionless – able
to be run by anyone – in the future.
Consensus nodes come to consensus on the validity and
order of transactions while storing the latest state of the
network. Mirror nodes offer developers a flexible and
cost-effective way to store and query historical data for
analytics and explorers.
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4.1.3. Hedera Hashgraph
The hashgraph data structure and consensus
algorithm provides a new platform for distributed
consensus.
The goal of a distributed consensus algorithm is to
allow a community of users to come to an agreement
on the order in which some of the users generated
transactions, when no single member is trusted by
everyone. In this way, it is a system for generating
trust, when individuals do not already trust each
other. Hashgraph achieves this in a fundamentally
new way.
A blockchain is like a tree that is continuously pruned
as it grows – this pruning is necessary to keep the
branches of blocks from growing out of control and to
ensure the ledger consists of just one chain of blocks.
In hashgraph, rather than pruning new growth, such
growth is woven back into the body of the ledger.
In both blockchain and hashgraph ledgers, any user
can create a transaction, which will eventually be put
into a container (the “block”) and will then spread
throughout the distributed network.
In blockchain, those “blocks” of containers are
intended to form a single, long chain. If two blocks are
created at the same time, the network nodes will
eventually choose one chain to continue and discard
the other one, lest the blockchain “fork” into two
different chains.

It is like a growing tree that is constantly having all
but one of its branches chopped off. In hashgraph,
every container of transactions is incorporated into
the ledger — none are discarded — so it is more
efficient than blockchains. All the branches continue
to exist forever, and are woven together into a single
whole.
Furthermore, blockchain fails if the new containers
arrive too quickly, because new branches sprout
faster than they can be pruned. That is why
blockchain needs proof-of-work or some other
mechanism to artificially slow down the growth. In
hashgraph, though, nothing is thrown away. There is
no harm in the hashgraph data structure growing
quickly. Every member can create transactions and
containers whenever they want.
Finally, because the hashgraph does not require
pruning of would-be “forks” (as every container of
transactions is incorporated into the ledger),
hashgraph allows more powerful mathematical
guarantees, such as Byzantine agreement and
fairness. Distributed databases such as Paxos are
Byzantine, but do not guarantee fairness in the
ordering of transactions. Blockchain is neither
Byzantine nor fair. The hashgraph algorithm
accomplishes being fair, fast, Byzantine, ACID
compliant, efficient, inexpensive, timestamped, and
DoS resistant.
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4.1.4. GitHub and Electron
The Gaimin platform is developed on Electron
(www.electronjs.org) within a GitHub (www.github.
com) development environment.
GitHub is a version control software development
environment that securely holds all the
documentation and source code related to the
Gaimin platform development – this includes
application design, processes, and source code, all
under revision control and management. Created by
the same person who created Linux, Linus Torvalds,
GitHub has a large and diverse community able to
assist and support developers.
Electron is an open-source, cross-platform,
software development environment, integrated
with GitHub, and used for the development of the
GAIMIN platform. Electron allows for the building of
apps using web technologies, such as JavaScript,

A user (gamer) is rewarded for connecting their own
PC’s processing power to the “GAIMIN Processing
Power Supply Network” via, GMRX the native
GAIMIN blockchain token which the gamer can then
use in the GAIMIN community for “user-to-user”
transactions (buy, sell, rent) and on the GAIMIN
marketplace to purchase digital gaming assets.

HTML, and CSS. As a cross-platform development
environment, apps can quickly be created for
Windows, macOS, and Linux platforms, with the
codebase, easily adapted for mobile devices.
Electron has been used for other world-class
applications, such as WhatsApp, Twitch, Microsoft
Teams, Trello, Slack, and Discord.
4.2. Platform Solution Architecture
The GAIMIN software platform has been designed
to aggregate user processing power (hash rate or
hash power) from the user’s GPU (graphics card)
and directs this processing power to potential
monetization options including the two main initial
methods of:
•
•

Confirming and validating blockchain
transactions (blockchain “mining”)
Video rendering

The GAIMIN platform has two distinct functionality
phases. The first phase and primary application for
the platform is processing blockchain computations
(mining). The second phase provides integration
of other services, the first additional service being
video rendering.
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4.3. AI Engine
The GAIMIN platform incorporates Artificial
Intelligence (Machine Learning or M.L.) for decisionmaking. This is based on device hardware (graphic
processing unit, central processing unit, hard drive),
the cryptocurrency market (crypto exchanges,
gas prices), transaction fees, and mining pool
efficiencies for making predictive decisions on
cryptocurrency mining. The self-educating learning
model will be constantly updated to provide more
profitable decision-led mining/powering activities.
This is an ongoing process and will be released in the
regular updates to the GAIMIN platform.
The decision-making algorithms are proprietary to
GAIMIN and are considered to be the intellectual
property of GAIMIN. The section below identifies
the high-level principles of the A.I. Decision

Making functionality within the GAIMIN platform.
These algorithms have been proven to provide
a commercial and competitive advantage in the
choice of which cryptocurrency to mine, when
to mine it, and which GPU devices are the most
powerful and profitable devices.
4.3.1. Gaimin Decision Maker
The decision-maker component is aiming to predict:
“what is the best crypto to mine right now with
available GPU / CPU Hash Rate resources?”.
In order to develop predictive analytics algorithms,
the system collects and processes a large amount
of data from different sources, which includes
historical data from previous mining sessions as
well as data from third-party sources related to the
current stability of a specific blockchain.

The predictive analytics runs each time the user
activates mining using the Gaimin Platform. During
the decision process the following parameters are
considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

List of supported cryptos
List of supported mining pools
Manual filter of the blockchain project
Mining mode - determine GPU/CPU mining
Device system information - parameters of device hardware and software
The current difficulty of mining algorithms - its dynamic value that changes
over time-based (explanation of difficulty here: https://www.investopedia.com/
terms/d/difficulty-cryptocurrencies.asp)
7. The current exchange rates of crypto - taken from crypto exchange service.
8. Mining pools fee, and rating
9. Historic data for miner statistics from the pool - take a role in the crypto ranking
process
10. Liquidity of the crypto, current and historic
11. Ease of ability to exchange crypto to selected stablecoin
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Future updates to the GAIMIN Decision Maker may
include short and medium term price prediction.
In the first stage, predictive analytics finds the list of
cryptos that users can mine with their equipment.
Then each crypto gets its own rank based on
algorithm difficulty, exchange rates, and historic
mining statistics. In the final stage, the system
chooses the best mining pool for the top-ranked
crypto currencies.
Predictive analytics algorithm development is
an endless process of experimenting with new
supervised machine learning algorithms for
predictive modeling.
Other than Linear regression (an equation that
describes a line that best fits the relationship
between the input variables (x) and the output
variables (y), by finding specific weightings for
the input variables called coefficients) which is
one of the most well-known and well-understood
algorithms in statistics and machine learning.
GAIMIN data scientists will constantly try to make
the most accurate predictions possible by using
more advanced machine learning techniques such
as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logistic Regression
Linear Discriminant Analysis
Classification and Regression Trees
Naive Bayes
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ)
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Random Forest
Boosting
AdaBoost

The algorithm will improve in accuracy over time as
user data samples grow and more historical data
becomes available.
4.4. GAIMIN Platform
The GAIMIN app comprises a number of functional
modules. These are described below, along with
the technologies used to develop and deploy the
functionality.

4.4.1. App Download and Installation
• Simple Windows style download and install
• Connects to admin on install and fully autoconfigures
• Auto start on Windows launch
4.4.2. GPU Processing Aggregation, Blockchain
Mining Software and Admin Management
• Auto wake and sleep, plus GPU resource buffer,
so as to not affect the gaming experience (under
development)
• Full “Machine Learning Rules Engine” powering
optimal crypto-mining process, ensures all
factors which affect profitable mining are
considered and most profitable coins are
mined at all times (similar calculations to
“whattomine”, difficulty, rewards, depth of
market, GPUs available, mining pools, etc.),
full mining algorithm options to allow greater
crypto mining alternatives. Process is continual
and ongoing
• Seamless background process converts mined
cryptos to stablecoin (SC)
• Background process rewards user in GMRX (at
current SC/GMRX conversion rate)
• Auto-update feature
• Easy firewall, antivirus usability, and exceptions
via help videos (further development to include
thin client-server for friendlier user experience)
• Secure, “approvals” from download sites
• Terms and conditions (legality) acceptance
• Visually attractive, suitable for gamer user
demographic
• Functional mining, visuals of gaming asset
goals, and time to achieve
• Gamification rewards, distance (time mining,
hash contribution, NEP incentives)
• Enriched graphic interface for miner and NEP
miner representation
• Account section for full data of the user (name,
email, phone, Insta, discord, which games they
play, which PC they have, all accessories, etc.)
• Push notifications for communication
• Built-in viral sharing options (Discord, Skype,
Whatsapp, Telegram, Instagram)
• Built-in blockchain wallet for all transactions,
GMRX token, and asset storage
• Seamless integration with Community and
Marketplace
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4.4.3. Mobile App
• Allows users to log in to account and access all
account info
• Integration with “Community and Marketplace”
allows full interaction, and buy/sell/rent
• Graphically enhanced to represent website look
• Allows for easy viral sharing for Network
Expansion Program
• Graphical representation for mining network
• Graphical representation for “functional
mining”
• Seamless wallet integration for full transaction
options
4.4.4. NEP
• Software allows for simple visualization of miner
NEP network
• Allows individual users to easily increase their
hash contribution and increase rewards
• User earns 10% of referred user hash, on 3 levels
• Just 10 new referrals equate to 1 additional GPU
contribution, just 100 referrals (over 3 levels)
equates to 10 additional GPU contribution
• The software allows for simple visualization of
miner NEP network
• Easy to achieve, minimum requirement monthly
contributed hash to be “active user”
4.4.5. GMRX Passive Reward Generation
• Background process which auto-converts
mined coins to stable coin using exchange API
• Stable coins stored on secure wallets
• User rewarded in GMRX token for their stable
coins
• All seamless to the user, who only sees GMRX in
their wallet
4.4.6. Online Community and Marketplace
• GMRX crypto token-powered, blockchainbased, digital marketplace where users can
spend their rewards on gaming purchases.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Huge utility & adoption, and therefore demand
for GMRX token.
Fully smart contract powered.
Community and marketplace work together
Allows for P2P (user-to-user) transactions (buy/
sell/rent digital gaming assets)
Allows for purchase of GMRX tokens directly
from Gaimin
Allows for digital gaming asset transaction from
Gaimin and partners
Full community interaction, user challenges,
competitions, prizes, tournaments, social proof,
events, games, rewards, user recognition.
All transactions in native GMRX token
The power of community builds customer
loyalty, increases user retention, and creates
huge brand awareness.
Community creates base for planned
sponsorship of esports teams to build brand,
identity, and prestige.

4.4.7. GAIMIN Multiverse/Metaverse
As a gaming company, GAIMIN identifies with the
growing presence of the Metaverse.
Various definitions of a Metaverse exist;
fundamentally the Metaverse is an infinitely
scaling, persistent, shared virtual space in a virtual
universe, where people create, engage, and interact
in a shared experience as equal participants in an
economy with societal impact.
The Metaverse is important to GAIMIN as it involves
concepts fundamental to GAIMIN’s business
strategy - namely gaming, a digital token economy,
NFTs, players, devices, and gamification. GAIMIN
needs gamers to keep their PCs switched on, so
the more a gamer has bought into a Metaverse and
participates in its ecosystem, the more they provide
participation in the GAIMIN network.
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NewZoo diagrammatically represents the
structure and participation in the Metaverse in the
following diagrams.

As shown in the
diagram, the Metaverse
comprises technology
service providers across
all industries, further
demonstrating the
“Universal Timing”
for convergence of
technologies. GAIMIN
operates in a number
of these spaces and will
capitalize on the benefits
that involvement in the
Metaverse will provide to
GAIMIN.
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4.5. Product Roadmap
The Product Roadmap provides a high-level
indication of when GAIMIN plans to roll out major
product updates and features.

GAIMIN provides more frequent updates to the
main platform applications, which include bug
fixes, minor functionality enhancements, and
optimization improvements.

4.6. Technology Use Cases

A blockchain is a secure, distributed database.
Through its decentralized architecture, peer-to-peer
transactions are immutable, private, and secure
through the use of cryptography and mathematics.
The nature of the blockchain design provides full
accountability and transparency through a muchreduced transaction cost.

4.6.1. Blockchain Overview
Blockchain is the natural evolution of the way
we store, access, manage and use data. Human
progress has always been tied to our ability to
use both business and personal data effectively.
Effective use requires the ability to store, access,
and retrieve the data, along with an inherent need
to ensure the security and validity of the data; the
extent of which depends on the use of the data
and its importance commercially, legally, and
personally.
Current technology centralizes the data repositories
which are then owned and controlled by
governments and (big) corporations. There is no
privacy, no security, no trust, and massive potential
for corruption. Data access is slow and involves
intermediaries, especially within the financial
markets with each intermediary charging for their
services.

Blockchain technologies are expected to transform
business models in a wide range of areas including
digital currencies, record keeping, securities, and
smart contracts.
Digital currencies support e-Commerce, global
payments, remittances, Peer-to-Peer Lending, and
microfinance. For record-keeping, blockchain can
be utilized in healthcare, title records, ownership
validation, voting, and intellectual property
ownership and validations. Blockchain used in
securities supports equity control, private markets,
debt validation and management, crowdfunding,
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and the derivatives market. Finally, blockchain can
incorporate smart contracts which in turn supports
escrow service management and validation, wagers,
and digital rights management, ownership, and
control.
It is estimated that some $200 trillion of global
assets will move into the blockchain universe
with crypto assets (Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc) also
anticipated to be worth $trillions. This is the
largest shift in capital in the history of finance and
commodity management.
Almost 6 in 10 large corporations are considering
blockchain technology. Fortune 500 businesses
actively developing blockchains include Samsung,
IBM, Oracle, Microsoft, British Telecom, American
Express, Visa, Mastercard, to name a few.
The mass adoption of blockchain technology
provides for a massive demand for blockchain
mining solutions to validate and confirm
transactions in the blockchain.
4.6.2. Blockchain Powering (Mining)
Mining is the process that validates and confirms
transactions on blockchains. Mining is the
term widely used and known, however, this is a
misnomer, the process is now being referred to by
GAIMIN as “blockchain powering” with the reward
for provision of blockchain powering resources
being “tokens” or cryptocurrency coins.
In terms of technology, blockchain powering could
be undertaken by an individual with a high-powered
processing unit in their PC. Typically, such high
power processing units are the Graphics Processing
Units (GPU) which is a PC component, separating
graphics elements of PC processing away from the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) providing a dedicated
resource for graphics processing. These dedicated
processors are ideal for blockchain processing and
in 2018, a worldwide shortage of GPUs occurred
as blockchain processors set up processing rigs
(multiple connected GPUs) to process blockchain
transactions and get rewarded for the processing.
On a typical day, blockchain processing validates
billions of dollars worth of transactions.

4.6.3. Video Rendering
Video rendering is the process by which the effects
in a video or film are calculated to produce the final
video output. This is a mathematically intensive
process as it incorporates colorization, effects, and
the positioning of the camera to generate the final
desired output.
“All” films today use video which requires
rendering, typically through a centralized rendering
environment comprising high-powered graphics
processors. This is a costly activity in terms of time,
processing, and electricity usage. Avatar, released
in 2014, was the most expensive rendering job
undertaken and required 40,000 GPUs to complete
the rendering.
It is however possible to split the video data into
small chunks of encrypted rendering data, typically
up to 6 seconds of video, and pass that data for
rendering to a decentralized network of high
specification graphics processors. This chunk of
data is encrypted so the video can not be viewed,
with the encrypted version sent back to the data
aggregator for consolidation and decryption.
This application is ideally suited to the GAIMIN
network – a network of accessible high-powered
GPUs capable of performing mathematical
rendering and sending the rendered, final results
back for consolidation into the finished video or
film.
Video rendering requires the same processor to be
used for rendering. The GAIMIN network is ideally
suited to this prerequisite. Through device scanning
built into the GAIMIN application, GAIMIN knows
the devices installed in each active device. Using
this information, GAIMIN can create individual
communities based on the same hardware devices
and distribute rendering data to just those active
users who have the same devices installed.
Video rendering is more profitable than blockchain
powering. One hour of video rendering can generate
up to $100 of revenue (dependent upon many
factors). The GAIMIN processing power network is
effectively a ready-made rendering farm, potentially
making it the leading decentralized video rendering
service available.

5. GAIMCRAFT
5.1. Minecraft
One key area currently under development by
GAIMIN is “GAIMCRAFT” – a Minecraft integration
that provides active users with the ability to spend
their rewards on Minecraft NFTs.
This important development is designed to target
Minecraft users with a way of passively earning
income and then utilize their earnings on their
game.

There are specific, strategic reasons why we have
chosen to move resources to the development of
this now, which include:
•

•

•

Minecraft users may well be the most techsavvy of all gamers. It is very common for most
Minecraft gamers to install their own “mods”
and even set up their own servers. (Dealing with
antivirus exception issues for Minecraft users is
child’s play).
They seek answers and solve tech problems
independently (check out the view count on any
Minecraft tech issue YouTube video)
There are 140 million monthly active users who
play Minecraft. It’s one of the biggest games.

Our very own Minecraft integration allows gamers
to create, buy, sell, rent, and store their own
Minecraft NFTs in their secure blockchain wallet
(true ownership) and have them usable in their
Minecraft “inventory” as they would when playing
Minecraft normally.
This is a sneak peek at our unreleased update
which includes GAIMCRAFT:

•

•

And they are fanatical about playing
It’s a game that helps a user develop
skills: https://www.lifehack.org/articles/
technology/10-reasons-why-minecraftbeneficial-for-your-kids.html
All of this means that from a marketing
point of view we can specifically target 140
million extraordinarily tech-savvy Minecraft
players who can easily deal with download,
installation, and antivirus issues and solve
them, and we can present them with an
extraordinary unique offer via GAIMCRAFT.
(Including recovering the cost of their
Minecraft purchase within the first 30 days).
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5.2. Space MisFits
In collaboration and partnership with SpaceMisfits,
players of this game are incentivized to install the
GAIMIN app and commence monetization in order

to obtain bespoke NFT based skin of spaceships.
The more GPU time spent on mining, the more
exclusive the spaceship earnt.

This model to “earn” an NFT compared to
participating in gas wars can be adjusted and
applied to any NFT issuing project, stand-alone NFT
releases or in-game NFT items of popular games.

Given the current hype around NFTs and every
single major game looking into utilization of
NFTs in some way or form, this application could
turn out to be the most popular over time.

6. MINING INDUSTRY
CHALLENGES AND GAIMIN’S
SOLUTION
6.1. Installation and
Anti Virus
Anti-virus systems typically block crypto mining
applications, this is a known industry-wide issue
and is the same problem with many “mining”
application installations.
The Antivirus issue is a well-documented and
known open-issue problem that is currently being
resolved by the GAIMIN R&D Team. However, the
downloadable Software Acceptance process is
notoriously a time-consuming and industry wide
dilemma affecting global Microsoft O/S based PC
Applications and mining software has indeed been
rightly caught by Antivirus software the world over.
GAIMIN has Designed and Developed a series of
manual installation workarounds and is in the
process of rolling out an automated installation
process that will improve and enhance user
adoption with less emphasis required for manual
intervention.
However, Antivirus software is designed to
purposely block the downloading and installation
process of mining applications and rogue software.
To this end, virus detection applications attempt
to disrupt the mining software installation process
to avoid PC’s surreptitiously conducting mining
activities in the background whilst users are
unaware of what their PC is doing.
The Microsoft approach is to validate the
legitimacy of an application based on the number
of successful downloads and installation of the
application. However to receive such a global

validation GAIMIN needs to increase the number of
successful downloads. To increase the number of
successful downloads and installations, we need
to deploy manual workaround solutions and from
our experience, volume and successful adoption far
outweigh investment with organizations promising
registration validation. There are no shortcuts.
6.2. GAIMIN Solution to overcome this challenge
Our current workaround approach is as follows:
1. The installation routine is thoroughly documented
on our website and is provided here: https://help.
gaimin.gg/beta/en/
2. When the GAIMIN application gets caught by
antivirus software, the user needs to deploy a
number of manual workarounds to validate the
GAIMIN app on their PC. As each antivirus software
works differently we have created 15 bespoke
videos to walk a user through the steps to ensure
the GAIMIN application navigates successfully
through the installation process depending on
the antivirus software the gamer might have
installed on their PC. We have addressed the top
15 antivirus products: https://help.gaimin.gg/
help/antivirus/
3. Once the user successfully implements the
manual workaround for their antivirus software,
this is deemed a successful implementation, and
mining activity commences. This is acknowledged
by Microsoft and increases their confidence in
the validity of the GAIMIN application and the
adoption and acceptance improves with each
successful installation.
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As we increase the number of successful
installations and as adoption dramatically
increases, Microsoft will quickly recognize the
GAIMIN application as legitimate software and the
installation process will rapidly improve over the
coming months.
To achieve Microsoft validation, GAIMIN has
registered with Microsoft (registration information
can be provided if required) and as we increase
the number of successful downloads, Microsoft
will amend the installation status of the software
in Windows. We expect to become Microsoft
recognized and validated within months.
Once we achieve this successful download figure,
the installation routine will be improved through
changes from the Microsoft installation routines.
The Windows Defender smart screen notification
during installation requires the user to click
“Continue” to confirm user acknowledgment. This
will be removed when the GAIMIN app’s reputation
is validated by Microsoft.
More information on app validation and reputation
management can be found here: https://www.
digicert.com/blog/ms-smartscreen-applicationreputation

The next stage to eliminate the antivirus issue is
to implement a mining hub; a centralized mining
service linked to PCs through API interfaces. The
central mining hub removes the need for mining
software to be incorporated into the GAIMIN
app and therefore removes the anti-virus issue.
This solution has a number of advantages, most
importantly being a global solution that overcomes
the antivirus issue, it eliminates the need to install
mining software onto a PC. As this application is not
a “mining application”, the GAIMIN app will not be
caught by anti-virus software and so will be installed
without issue on a user’s PC.
The Thin Client requires a version change to the
GAIMIN application and architecture and requires
a manageable rewrite of the mining software code.
Currently, code and APIs have been written for
each mining component incorporated into the app
installed on the PC. For each base cryptocurrency
mining algorithm we use, there is a separate code
module.
With time we intend to re-engineer the miner
modules. This involves creating our own server
through which all traffic will pass, in effect creating
a centralized portal for mining activity.
The main objective of the re-write of the miner is to
improve the data received through the miners and
therefore improve the quality of data within the AI
Engine.

7. TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The GAIMIN software has been
built from the ground up for
large-scale adoption due to the
sheer size and demographics of
the globally distributed gaming
community.

With this in mind, the key factors are reliability,
speed, scalability, security, efficiency in storage
and throughput, and future adaptability for uses
beyond “stage one” of blockchain mining (future
uses include video rendering and other GPU heavy
processes).

The following notes are only meant as a brief
overview of some of the technical information and key
technologies used.
Desktop Technologies
• Development Language: Java 8
• Frameworks used: JavaFX & Spring
• Supported Operating Systems: Windows
8,8.5,10
• Methodology: (OOP) Object-Oriented
Programming
Blockchain Mining use of 3rd party software
• XMR-Stak for mining Monero
• Ethminer and others for mining Ethereum
• Others being added
Database Technology
• Postgresql 10
GUI/Web Technologies
• Angular 7 - Front-end framework
• Angular Material 7.1 - UI framework
• Angular Animations 7.1 - For animations
• Angular Http 7.1 - For HTTP requests
• Angular Router 7.1 - For using routing
• Ag-grid 18.1.2 - For creation datatables
• AngularFontAwesome 3.1.2 - For using vector
IDOns
• Angular2-charts 0.5.1 - For creation charts

•
•
•
•
•
•

CoinAddressValidator 1.0.4 - For validation crypto
wallet
FontAwesome 4.7.0 - For using vector IDOns
Ngx-perfect-scrollbar 6.2.0 - For custom cross
browser scrollbar
Node-sass 4.10 - CSS preprocessor
TSLint 5.9.1 - Code validation
Typescript 3.1.6 - Core language

Servers
• Google Cloud Platform infrastructure.
• Server’s OS Ubuntu 18.04
• Servers are written in Java (Spring Boot
Framework)
• Virtual Network is hidden from the internet, for
access to internal resources and use of internal
VPN. CI/CD system - Jenkins/GitLab, it allows you
to implement changes in one minute.
• Plan is to implement it to Kubernetes in
conjunction with a docker when needed
• All versions of the application are saved in our
private Docker registry.
• Monitoring: Prometheus/Grafana real-time
monitoring with alerting directly to admins.
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Smart Contract Technologies
• Hedera Hashgraph technology
• Development Language: C++14 and Solidity
• WASM target compiler
• Testing: Cleos and Jungle testnet
• Containering: Docker
Blockchain Security
• For cooperation with different elements of our
system with “smart contract”, use of RPC API
and Wallet RPC API.
• These API calls will be signed so it is secure as
ssh.
• We will use “SMART CONTRACT AUDITS” like
“QuillAudits” to find Security flaws, errors. It is
for avoiding security bugs inside the contract.
• Also, A “kill-switch” feature has the possibility
of turning off the contract if something goes
wrong.
• Choosing the mining algorithm
• Because different hardware has different
effectiveness for different mining algorithms it
is important to find the best algorithm (coin for
mining) for a specific PC.
There are two aspects:
• First is hashrate. We measure it by running a
short test run of each algo. This calibration run
must be started again after each huge hardware
or driver change.
• The second aspect is the relative price of
mineable coins. To determine this we need to
implement APIs with several exchanges to track
prices, volume and market “depth”
• Using “big data” techniques we will collect all
the data and proprietary algorithms will decide
in real time which coin to mine.
• The decision will be pushed to the desktop app

Digital Game Assets (DGA)
• An integration with gaming distribution companies
and DGA marketplaces will allow users to use
GMRX tokens to buy, sell, and rent DGA.
• The assets will be stored in the GAIMIN GMRX
wallet.
• All transactions in GMRX, full integration with
community and marketplace
Exchanges
• Multiple in order to mitigate and spread risk when
exchanging coins.
• Provision is to swap to stable coin(s).
• Smart contracts not needed, achieved via simple
API
• The server will implement interfaces with several
popular exchanges (i.e. Binance) and then ask
about trading if it is required.
• Amount of coins for trading must be calculated
based on our service users.
• Exchange API connections are also needed to help
determine chosen crypto for mining.
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